
Morning update 2/18/21 
 
Harper City had service restored around 7:00 PM. LCRA spent yesterday making repairs to the 
transmission lines. We will work today to extend the area that has service to include essential services 
that require additional repairs.  
 
We are expecting snow today and tonight with temperature getting back in the teens tonight. Forecast 
for sunshine on Friday and temperatures above freezing. We did see the roads thaw today which made 
getting around easier on pavement; dirt roads and pastures are very wet and muddy conditions are 
making it tough to get around.  
 
ERCOT (Electric Reliability Council of Texas) continues to call for rolling outages to reduce demand based 
on available resources. Looks like this may continue through Friday until we get significant warmer 
temperatures.  
 
The rolling outages have made our call volume higher than our phone system can handle. Working 
through calls for blinks with calls for outages that need attention have been a daunting task. We will get 
a better look at what we have when the ERCOT grid in Texas returns to a more stable condition.  
 
We were able to restore power in Wolf Creek Substation to James Avery and Whiskey Canyon/Wolf 
Creek areas. We have found the problem in Tierra Linda, phase on the arm for 11 spans, will repair that 
today and get it restored.  
 
The Bluffton and Tow areas have been out due to a failed substation transformer in the Bluffton 
Substation. This mobile substation will be installed today, and some repairs will need to be made on the 
distribution side before we get all of it restored.  
 
The count of poles continues to climb. North of Fredericksburg is more like tornado or hurricane than 
winter weather.  
 
Our Blumenthal Substation has been off since yesterday afternoon. This impacts Stonewall and 
Luckenbach. LCRA thought, late yesterday evening, they made some repairs and tried to restore service 
and it did not hold. They will patrol and get it up today.  
 
We continue to send crews to assess reports of lines in roads or over driveways and make them safe.  
CTEC assessment teams will be in some of the areas hardest hit, making material lists and needs to make 
repairs. Some of these areas have reports of up to 20 poles down in one location. Restoration will be 
slow and take us days to complete repairs and restore service.  
 
Crews continue to work safely and focus on task at hand. Slick footing, slippery roads, and falling ice 
covered tree limbs are the biggest hazards we face based on location work assessment.  
 
A member came out and thanked our crews for what they are doing. She said, “I think we are living in a 
snow, globe! Someone keeps coming by and shaking it!!”  
 

 
 



CTEC crews continue to work diligently to address outages. Unfortunately, because of the amount of 
damage to the infrastructure, we cannot give members who are out of power an estimated time of 
restoration. CTEC is expecting more crews from other companies to come help with the restoration 
process; however, these extra crews are not expected to arrive here until next week at the earliest. If 
you have a medical condition it is suggested you move to safe location. CTEC service crews and office 
personnel are working 24/7 to restore power as quickly and safely as possible. 


